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Inert (control): Slow gradual breakdown – easily resuspended.

Natural sed: Slow gradual breakdown for 4 days with moderate binding to sediments. 
After 5 days, particles notably bound and integrated into sediment.

Impacted sed: Particles falling apart after 24 hrs, polycheate worms evident actively 
feeding around and through pellets. Pellets disintegrated in small flakes by day 3.

Turbulent: Big particles rapidly break up into smaller ones (few hours) but these 
persist for several days. 
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Inert Pellet breaking down

Pellets smaller / further breakdown

Natural sediment Pellets partially bound to sediments

Pellets integrated in to sediment

Impacted sediment

Binding to sediments (microbes?)

Turbulent

Active polychate feeding

Preliminary results







Sediment geochemistry or cores Macrofauna community in cores



Particle break-down phase

Faeces with feed and 
fish gut microbiome

Sediment with microbial biome
typical of natural and organically 
enriched sediments

+ faeces added to one set

Modified biome? Or returns to natural?

Enriched by 3 particles or not?
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16S microbial eDNA - After

+measure enrichment 
parameters after

• Are the changes we have been observing in sediments due to organic enrichment processes or the inoculation 
pressure from fish faeces? i.e., Can we see the same microbes in the sediment as were in the feed?

Bigger questions for the future then might be:
• If so, what does this mean? How much does it require to induce a change? How permanent is the change?

Microbial pathway experiment

Questions:



1. Whole faeces (upon which most models are based) appear 

scarce in reality…

2. Particles breakdown much more rapidly on impacted sediments 

than natural sediments. The role of  opportunistic polychaetes is 

significant in this. 

3. Different microbes also likely to have played a role?

4. Natural particle breakdown is gradual, into smaller and smaller 

particles over days.

5. In turbulent waters (suspention), particles turn from whole faeces

to small particles within hours – big implications for modelling.

6. Microbial inoculation versus enrichment processes? We wait and 

see…

Preliminary findings
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SustainAqua:
Sustainable aquaculture in the North –

identifying thresholds, indicators and tools
for future growth

Thank you!


